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h i g h l i g h t s

• Gap junctions are known to synchronize pulsatile secretion in islets of Langerhans.
• Experiments have shown that islets are not, however, fully coordinated.
• Recent network analyses report functional small-world characteristics in islets.
• Here we reconcile all of these observations within a single theoretical framework.
• We propose islets are organized into independent clusters of coupled beta-cells.
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a b s t r a c t

The traditional computationalmodel of the pancreatic islets of Langerhans is a lattice ofβ-cells connected
with gap junctions. Numerous studies have investigated the behavior of networks of coupled β-cells
and have shown that gap junctions synchronize bursting strongly. This simplistic architecture of islets,
however, seems increasingly untenable at the face of recent experimental advances. In a microfluidics
experiment on isolated islets, Rocheleau et al. (2004) showed a failure of penetration of excitation when
one end receivedhigh glucose and other endwas not excited sufficiently; this suggested that gap junctions
may not be efficient at inducing synchrony throughout the islet. Recently, Stozer et al. (2013) have argued
that the functional networks of β-cells in an islet are small world. Their results implicate the existence
of a few long-range connections among cells in the network. The physiological reason underlying this
claim is not well understood. These studies cast doubt on the original lattice model that largely predict
an all-or-none synchrony among the cells. Here we have attempted to reconcile these observations in
a unified framework. We assume that cells in the islet are coupled randomly to their nearest neighbors
with some probability, p. We simulated detailed β-cell bursting in such islets. By varying p systematically
we were led to network parameters similar to those obtained by Stozer et al. (2013). We find that the
networks within islets break up into components giving rise to smaller isles within the super structure—
isles-within-islets, as it were. This structure can also account for the partial excitation seen by Rocheleau
et al. (2004). Our updated view of islet architecture thus explains the paradox how islets can have strongly
synchronizing gap junctions, and be weakly coordinated at the same time.

© 2015 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Cellular networks often generate intense interest because tissue
function is closely tied into their emergent properties. In the
pancreas, for example, β-cells are organized into clusters named
the islets of Langerhans; these networks are studied in detail
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because they regulate the production and secretion of insulin.
It has long been thought that β-cells of an islet enjoy a robust
coordination between them, which in turn is responsible for a
phasic secretion of insulin. There is considerable evidence that
points in this direction. The hypothesis of strong coupling rests on
the observation that insulin secretion is known to be pulsatile in
the blood, from which it is usually inferred that pulsatility arises
directly at the level of secretion, that is, β-cells presumably secrete
in a synchronous manner. This hypothesis is consistent with both
experimental as well as computational studies. For one, islets are
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well known to express the connexin isoform, Cx36. Estimates
place the effective gap junctional coupling between pairs of cells
in the range of 50–300 pS, and this has been shown in several
computational studies [1–5] to be very strongly synchronizing.
Using the early Chay–Keizer model of β cells Sherman et al. [2]
had shown that clusters of β-cells coupled with gap junctions
displayed synchronized bursting at these strengths. Pedersen
et al. [4] later studied synchronization using more modern models
of β-cells physiology; their results show electrical coupling alone
can synchronize not only membrane potential but also metabolic
activitywithinβ-cells. A further nuance is that diffusion of calcium
and other metabolites within islets may actually cause oscillator
death [5]. It would thus seem that a sufficient model for explaining
pulsatile secretion is the following:β-cells in an islet are connected
to their nearest neighbors via (electrical, and onlyweakly diffusive)
gap-junctional coupling which synchronizes them rapidly. That
is, a lattice network explains β-cell synchrony, and by extension,
insulin pulsatility. In recent years, however, this viewpoint is being
challenged by new experiments and simulation studies [6–8].

Rocheleau et al. [6] designed a novel microfluidic device to
estimate the extent of intra-islet coupling. They were able to trap
an isolated islet and stimulate two opposite ends differentially,
with sub- and supra-threshold glucose concentrations. This
resulted in a train of calcium activity emerging from the highly
excited region, which failed to pass through the entire islet.
One possible conclusion is that gap junctions do not synchronize
islets completely. To explain these observations Benninger and
co-workers have raised the possibility of ‘‘percolation-style’’ islet
networks, that is, some gap junctions could be missing between
neighbors, and so not all β-cells are connected. Using this
argument they were able to simulate partial wave propagation
in islets [9], although in their work they use not only an older
(electrical-only) model of β-cells but also a widely variable gap
junction strength; this is not likely to be physiologically plausible.
Pedersen et al. [10] modeled the effects of a spatially varying
glucose concentration on the emergent response of the islet using
a model of Sherman and by linearly varying the parameter gKATP
(as an analogue of glucose). They showed wave block in a chain
of 100 β-cells. However the gap junction strength in that study
was 20 pS, which is somewhat lower than what is reported in
the literature, about 50–300 pS. They found that for higher gap
junctional strength waves penetrate deeper into the islet, thus
raising the possibility that waves may propagate all the way to
other end of the islet if gap junction values are raised sufficiently.
Later, Hermann and Benninger [11] revisited the question of islet
response to a gradient glucose excitation using models developed
earlier in [12] and [9]. Theywere able to show that the propagation
of excitation decays through the islet from the region of high
excitation to low. They found, however, that this transition takes
place gradually, unlike in experiments [6] where the transition
takes place in a relatively narrow spatial region. They introduced a
stochastic variability in KATP channels, and a varying expression of
KATP channels between 50%–150% of the basal value to reproduce
the sharp transition effect.

More recently, Stozer et al. [8] used a Ca2+ imaging of islets
to construct so-called ‘‘functional networks’’ of β cells, that is,
the apparent connectivity of an islet during bursting activity.
They subjected these functional architectures to various network-
theoretic measures and found that islets possesses small world
characteristics. This is a startling result. On the one hand, it
underlines that short-range connections are dominant in the
network, which seems to correspond with the lattice picture. On
the other hand, the small world topology also suggests that long-
range connections do exist within the islet. In islet networks the
emergence of the long range connection is puzzling from a gap
junction lattice viewpoint. Although there are several possible
candidates that can induce these long range connections, including
diffusible factors such as extracellular potassium, the existence
of long range connections contradicts the Rocheleau experiments
because they would tend to facilitate synchrony across the islet.
Gap junctions, on the other hand, are by far the strongest form of
coupling between β-cells in the islet; however, because they occur
only between neighboring pairs, they do not immediately account
for small world behavior. It is therefore necessary to reconcile
these various results within a coherent model of islet architecture.

Here we consider islet networks of β-cells that are coupled
strongly, but sparsely. Based on percolation ideas, first suggested
in [9], we assume a gap junction exists between two neighboring
cells with a probability p. That is, a cell in a 3-dimensional
network can have anywhere between 0 to 6 neighbors. We attach
biophysically realistic dynamics to β-cells, run its dynamics, and
following Stozer et al. [8] construct the emergent functional
network. We are interested in asking what topology of the gap
junction (percolation) lattice gives rise to functional networkswith
small world character. A second constraint is to verify whether the
islets can simultaneously reproduce the Rocheleau results.

We show that sparsely connected islets, with low p values,
exhibit networks parameters similar to those described in Stozer
et al. [8], and are thus small-world at a functional level of
description. Those same islets when subjected to high glucose
concentration at one end and to low glucose at the other show
activity that does not necessarily reach the end far from the excited
region. These results reiterate the classical view that gap junctions
between β-cells in islets primarily serve to synchronize, and
update the picture of network architecture to be: cells clustered
into small islands, apparently un-connected from each other.

2. Materials and methods

The construction and the analysis of the functional network
has several building blocks. Firstly, for the β-cell model we chose
the dual oscillator model (DOM) [13], an excellent biophysical
model which includes not only electrical but also metabolic
component in describing bursting. We simulated islet dynamics
and obtained the functional connectivity information of the cells
by constructing correlation matrices from the simulation results.
Finally, we analyzed the networks generated from correlation
matrices using the metrics from network theory following Stozer
et al. [8]. We also describe the numerical setting that was used to
investigate the failure of propagation within the islet.

2.1. The β-cell dual-oscillator model

The dynamics of β-cells in pancreatic islets were computed us-
ing the DOM proposed in Bertram et al. [13]. The details of the
model equation as well as the parameter values are in Appendix.
The DOMconsists of two subsystems—an electrical and a glycolytic
subsystem. The cell dynamics was captured by seven nonlinear,
coupled differential equations each accounting for a variable of in-
terest. These variables are the membrane potential (V ), the potas-
sium current activator (n), free cystolic calcium concentration (Ca),
concentration of free calcium concentration in the endoplasmic
reticulum (Caer ), ADP concentration (ADP), Glucose-6 phosphate
concentration (G6P) and Fructose 1,6-bisphosphate concentration
(FBP). Of the seven, the first five correspond to electrical subsystem
and last two to glycolytic subsystem and cross terms exist between
the equations indicating the coupling between two mechanisms.
Briefly, these equations are

Cm
dV
dt

= −ICa(V ) − IK (V , n) − IK(Ca)(V , Ca) − IK(ATP)(V , ADP),

(1)
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dt

= λ


RPFK −

1
2
RGPDH


, (7)

where Cm is the capacitance of the membrane, ICa is the voltage
driven Ca2+ current, IK is the voltage driven K+ current, IK(Ca) is
calcium and voltage driven K+ current and IK(ATP)(V , ADP) is an
ATP dependent potassium current, Jmem is the incoming Ca2+ flux
and Jer is the Ca2+ flux released by endoplasmic reticulum, RGK is
glucose excitation parameter, RGPDH is the reaction rate of glucose
3-P dehydrogenase and RPFK is reaction rate of phosphofructoki-
nase, which is computed through the glycolytic pathway. All other
quantities represent different parameters related to the problem.
Further details of the model and its behavior are in [13], and for a
dynamical systems analysis see [14].

2.2. The lattice network of β-cells in an islet

We constructed islets as three-dimensional square lattices of
β-cells. Islets were sparsely connected by gap junctions. The
neighboring cells on the lattice were connected with probability
p which we refer to as the connectivity parameter hereafter. The
membrane potential Vi of the ith cell connected to jth cell in the
islet network is:
dVi

dt
= Iionic − g(Vj − Vi), (8)

where Iionic refers to the sum of all currents on the right hand side
of Eq. (1), Vj is the membrane potential of the jth cell and the gap
junction coupling strength is g .

We considered three dimensional islets where Ntot = 192 cells
were arranged on 8 × 8 × 3 grid. The islets were considerably
shorter in one direction because Stozer et al. had conducted their
experiments with slices taken from islets. These cells on the grid
were connected randomly with gap junctions in the following
manner: first we chose the connectivity parameter p between 0
and 1. For each gap junction, a randomnumberwas generated from
the uniform distribution U(0, 1). If the number was larger than p
we set the gap junction value to 100 pS otherwise it was set to
0 pS.

2.3. Islet simulations and the functional network

Wesimulated islet dynamics up to a time t = 20min. The initial
conditions of each cell were identical, corresponding to the resting
state of fast-bursting (period T = 1/2 min) in the DOM [13].
The parameter ḡKATP was randomized up to 10% about its baseline
value ḡKATP = 25,000 nS to render the cells slightly heterogeneous.
When investigating the characteristics of functional network we
uniformly applied high glucose drive (RGK = 0.40) to all cells in
the islet. The simulation results were post processed to construct
the functional network amongst cells following Stozer et al. [8]. The
pairwise productmoment correlation of action potentials between
cells were computed up to the full 20 min,

Rij =


(vi(t) − v̄i)(vj(t) − v̄j)

σiσj
; (9)
here Rij is the correlation coefficient between the i and jth cell, vi is
the voltage of the ith cell, v̄i is the 20-minute time average of the
voltage of the ith cell and σi is its standard deviation.

The cells with strongly correlated voltages were identified as
Rij > Rth, with a threshold value Rth. The adjacency matrix A of the
corresponding unweighted, undirected graph G was constructed
using the rule: Aij = 1 (i ≠ j) if Rij > Rth and Aij = 0 otherwise;
Aii = 0 throughout. The functional network thus constructed
depended on Rth. Stozer et al. [8] set Rth = 0.75; in our calculations,
we used a slightly more conservative estimate, Rth = 0.80.

2.4. Network metrics of the functional graph

We computed three metrics associated with the networks
corresponding to different values of p: (i) clustering coefficient,
Cavg , (ii) global efficiency, Eglob and (iii) a composite parameter, S,
of the functional graphs obtained from correlation matrix.
The clustering coefficient Cavg . The local clustering coefficient Cj of
jth node of a network is defined as the number of connections
between the neighbors of the node normalized by the maximum
number of edges that can exist between them, i.e. the normalizing
factor is k(k − 1)/2 if there are k neighbors. The clustering
coefficient Cavg is simply the average value of Cj over the network,
i.e. Cavg =

1
N

N
j=1 Cj assuming that the graph has N nodes. The

clustering coefficient measures how closely the nodes are tied up
locally. Because of their rich local connectedness property, the
clustering coefficients of small world networks happen to be larger
than the random graphs sharing same number of nodes and edges.
The global efficiency Eglob. This is defined as the average of the
inverse of shortest path length between two arbitrarily selected
nodes of a graph. Here by shortest path we mean the minimum
number of edges that are needed to traverse from one node to the
other. The global efficiency factor of small world networks tends to
be small because of some long range connections that exist in the
network. Because of these, arbitrarily selected pair of nodes can
be connected by relatively few edges compared to other random
networks.
The parameter S. While the ratios Erand

Eglob
∼ 1 and Cavg

Crand
> 1

guarantee small world properties, the extent of small worldness
can be computed using a composite parameter

S =
Cavg/Crand

Erand/Eglob
.

The parameter S was introduced by Humphries et al. [15] and in
case of small world networks this parameter is evidently larger
than 1.

We generated several islets for each value p of the connectivity
parameter. For p = 0.30 and p = 0.35 we generated 30 instances
of islets each; for p = 0.25 and p = 0.40wegenerated 10 instances
each. We averaged clustering coefficients and global efficiency
over all instances (with a given p) to ensure tight confidence
intervals.

We then compared these against random graphs with the
same number of nodes and edges. Our focus was on whether the
functional networks exhibit small world characteristics. A network
was taken to be small world if (i) Erand

Eglob
∼ 1 and (ii) Cavg

Crand
>

1, where Erand and Crand are the global efficiency and clustering
coefficient of a random network having the same number of nodes
and edges (again computed as an average over 30 instances of
random networks for p = 0.30 and p = 0.35 and 10 instances
for p = 0.25 and p = 0.40).

To compute the clustering coefficient and global efficiency of
our network we used the Matlab routines of Brain Connectivity
Toolbox developed by Mikail Rubinov and others (https://

https://sites.google.com/site/bctnet/
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sites.google.com/site/bctnet/). We used the undirected, binary
versions of routines available there. The random network,
against which the properties of functional connectivity network
was checked for small world characteristics, was generated
using the package Matlab Network Analysis developed by MIT
Strategic Engineering Group (http://strategic.mit.edu/). Using
these packages we generated samples of random graphs and we
computed the clustering coefficient and global efficiency of each of
them. The parameters were averaged and we computed the ratios
Erand
Eglob

and Cavg
Crand

using these mean clustering coefficient and global
efficiency values.

2.5. Simulations of propagation failure

Rocheleau et al. [6] had applied varying glucose concentration
on two different ends of an islet to investigate failure of
propagation of activity. The glucose concentration was a linearly
varying one from the highly excited end to the weakly excited end.
In the DOM the glucokinase reaction rate, RGK , has been used to
model the effects of stimulatingwith glucose. The relation between
extracellular glucose and RGK is highly nonlinear and is not well
understood. For simplicity, here we set RGK to 0.4 s−1 in regions
where the islet was expected to receive high (6–11 mM) glucose
while in regions where glucose was sub-stimulatory (say, less than
6 mM) RGK value was set to 0. The Rocheleau experiment was
mimicked in simulations with an 8 × 8 × 8 islet constructed with
p = 0.30. This is because, in the case of islet slices, the same value
of p produced best qualitative match between our results and the
results stated in Stozer et al. [8]. For the first 10 min we applied
a high glucose drive, RGK = 0.4, to all cells. Next, the first two
layers on the left side of the isletwere stimulatedwith high glucose
for 10 min while the rest of the islet was kept at sub-threshold
excitation, RGK = 0. Finally, for the last 10 min the polarity of the
excitation was reversed by exciting two layers on the right side of
the islet and by providing no excitation to the rest of the islet.

3. Results

Stozer et al. carried out Ca2+ imaging of slices of islets of about
N = 140 cells and subsequently analyzed the corresponding
functional network to conclude a small world. We simulated
bursting β-cells in an islet constructed as a three-dimensional
lattice ofN = 8×8×3 cells. We searched for small world features
in the functional networks that emerged from these simulations.
Further, we reproduced failure of the propagation of activity in
islets that showed small worlds.

3.1. Functional network in 3-dimensional islets are small world

We checked the extent of correlation among the cells of our
functional network as the connectivity parameter was changed. In
Fig. 1we plot the results of simulationswith 8×8×3 islet. The first
set of figures in Fig. 1 displays the color plot of the voltagewith time
in the islet; the second set of figures displays the corresponding
correlationmatrix (as described inMaterials andMethods). A higher
p indicates that a greater proportion of the β-cells are connected
via gap junctions and one expects more synchrony in the cell
functionality. This is confirmed in our simulations: The correlation
matrix with p = 0.40 indicates better synchrony (see Fig. 1),
while at p = 0.25 a large portion of correlation coefficient is low,
indicating a substantial loss of correlation.

The most significant simulation results are obtained for p =

0.30 and p = 0.35: Table 1 shows that the ratio of the clustering
coefficient and global efficiency computed from our simulations
are in good agreement with the experimental values obtained in
[8]. We discuss each parameter in detail next:
Table 1
Ratios of the (average) clustering coefficients and global efficiency parameters of
3D functional networks of size N = 8 × 8 × 3 (constructed with separate values
of p, the probability of retaining gap junctions) and random networks with same
number of edges and vertices. The values in the shaded portion of the table match
closely with Table 1 (Row 2; HG) of Stozer et al. [8], which has Cavg = 0.67, Eglob =

0.29, Cavg
Crand

= 5.59, Erand
Eglob

= 1.41, S = 3.96.

p Cavg Crand
Cavg
Crand

Eglob Erand
Erand
Eglob

S

0.40 0.84 0.47 1.79 0.49 0.73 1.49 1.20
0.35 0.78 0.25 3.12 0.28 0.61 2.18 1.43

0.30 0.72 0.11 6.55 0.11 0.50 4.55 1.44
0.25 0.62 0.05 12.4 0.05 0.4 8.0 1.55

Clustering coefficients. Table 1 shows that when p is increased
beyond 0.35 the islet tends to get better connected and the
clustering coefficient approaches the maximum value of 1. For
lower p values the clustering coefficients of the functional network
are much larger than the clustering coefficient of corresponding
random networks.

The low clustering coefficient in random networks at low
p values is due to a lack of sufficient numbers of edges in
the network, and the random distribution of the edges implies
that neighboring nodes are not systematically connected. The
corresponding functional networks, on the other hand, have better
clustering coefficients due to the gap junctions.
Global efficiency. The global efficiency values of our network are
somewhat higher than the experimentally observed values. The
global efficiency of our functional network improves and gets
closer to values reported in [8] as p is raised. This is because higher
p ensures presence of higher number of gap junctions and this
tends to synchronize greater parts of the islet and reduces mean
path length between nodes.
The parameter S. The S values in our analysis were somewhat
smaller that the experimental results. The reason is we observed
a higher global efficiency in our simulations compared to the
experiments.

3.2. Partial propagation of excitation in islets

The experimental data of Rocheleau et al. [6] revealed a lack of
synchrony between parts of islet receiving different excitation. In
particular the response generated in highly excited region of the
islet failed to penetrate through parts receiving low excitation. Our
previous analysis of functional networks emerging from sparsely
coupled islets indeed showed small world features of these
networks. However the question of connectedness of the β-cells
in the light of [6] remains unaddressed. It is therefore important to
show that dynamics of the sparsely coupled isletswith small world
behavior, are also consistent with the observations of [6].

To demonstrate propagation failure, we applied high glucose
drive (i) to all cells in the islet up to 10 min, (ii) then only to the
first two cell layers at the left vertical wall of the islet between 10
and 20min and (iii) to the two layers at the right verticalwall of the
islet for a final 10 min. Fig. 2 shows the membrane potential of 4
cells, two near the left wall (top two rows of Fig. 2(a)–(c)) and two
near the right wall (bottom two row of Fig. 2(a)–(c)) of the islet
under different conditions of glucose concentrations. Initially all
of the cells burst because all receive high excitation. After 10 min
only left region of the islet is excited and the first two cells showed
bursting patterns; other two were silent. A complete reversal of
the bursting pattern can be observed when the right wall of the
islet was excited: the two cells close to the right wall burst and the
rest were silent.

We note that the glucose gradient was more or less linear
across the islet in the experiments. RGK on the other hand, is

https://sites.google.com/site/bctnet/
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(a) p = 0.25. (b) p = 0.30. (c) p = 0.35. (d) p = 0.40.

Fig. 1. Raster plot of voltage and functional connectivity matrix of a 8 × 8 × 3 islet. The gap junction strength here is 100 pS. With p = 0.40 and p = 0.35 the color
map of connectivity matrix suggests higher degree of coordination among the cells of the islet. The coordination among the cells of the islet is relatively poor when p = 0.30
and p = 0.25: large parts of the connectivity matrix are colored blue, which a represents low coordination since the correlation coefficient is typically less than 0.25. (For
interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
not necessarily linearly related to extracellular glucose. We found
‘exciting’ two layers with high RGK a good representation of the
experiment, with about 50% of the islet excited under these
conditions. We did also experiment with exciting three layers
instead of two, which increased the excitation in the islet, as is to
be expected (data not shown).

With such a high gap junction strength, if an unexcited cell is
coupled to an excited one, both burst synchronously. This means
that the propagation of excitation from the stimulated side of
the islet to the unstimulated side depends on whether there
exists a gap junctional path leading across the lattice. That is, the
irreducibility of the islet network determines if propagation is
exhausted mid way. Propagation failure occurs in the network of
Fig. 2 because there is no continuous path that connects all cells in
the axis.

3.3. Isles-within-islets

The choice of network parameter p has an important effect
on the gap junctional layout of the lattice islet. If p < 0.5 the
number of gap junctions are few and the islet disintegrates into
clusters disconnected from each other. As p gets larger than 0.5,
the gap junctions start connecting more and more cells and the
lattice network generally becomes irreducible. The disintegration
of the islets into clusters for p < 0.5 is best demonstrated in two
dimensional islets.

Fig. 3(a) shows a two dimensional islet with gap junction layout
corresponding to p = 0.45. When dynamics was run on this
islet the functional network that emerged is displayed in Fig. 3(b).
By comparing figures, we see that the cells that were connected
through a sequence of gap junctions, see Fig. 3(a), were parts of the
same component in the functional network diagram, see Fig. 3(b).
The cells in different components exhibited low correlation as is
observable from Fig. 3(c). In that figure, we have displayed the
bursting pattern of 3 cells. The first two rows correspond to two
cells in the same component (indicated by blue circles in Fig. 3(b))
and burst in unison. The last row corresponds to a cell in a different
component (indicated by black circle) which burst differently.

Two important conclusions follow immediately from these
observations. Firstly, an islet is not the smallest functional subunit,
finer structures lie underneath. A strong experimental support
of this claim emerges from a very recent work due to Markovic
et al. [16]. They used confocal multi cellular calcium imaging
technique to investigate the collective cellular activity in the β-
cell syncytium. Very interestingly they found that β cells within
the same islet forms functional sub compartments and therefore
concluded that the behavior of islet is at best modular. This is
exactly the phenomenon we observe in our simulations. Secondly,
it is gap junctions that really are responsible for inducing long
range connections. Cells which are connected through a sequence
of gap junctions exhibit a synchronized functional behavior
irrespective of their physical distance of separation.

Thus using sparsely coupled islets of β cells, we were
able to validate the experimental results of Stozer et al. [8]
concerning the character of functional network, and Rocheleau
et al. [6] concerning the limited connectivity among the cells
of the islet. While the network parameters of our functional
networks were comparable to the values indicated in [8], we could
also reproduce the partial penetration of excitation through the
sparsely connected islet.

4. Discussion

In this paper we have investigated a coherent model of the
architecture that underlies synchronized bursting and pulsatile
insulin secretion in islets of Langerhans. Although it has been
well known from simulations as well as experiments that gap
junction connectivity between β-cells is central to synchroniza-
tion, the studies of Rocheleau and colleagues, beginning with [6],
tended to cast a doubt on this hypothesis. Moreover, although
Benninger [9–11,17] and others [18,19] have commented exten-
sively on the question, partial propagation of waves through islets
demonstrated in [6] is, in our opinion, as yet an outstanding prob-
lem that has not been solved to satisfaction. Finally, the small-
world nature of islets exposed by Stozer et al. [8] is in such sharp
contrast to the gap junction lattice picture that it has become im-
perative to reconcile these three viewpoints. These three, seem-
ingly discordant views converge in the architecture we propose
here, that of islands-within-islets. We reiterate the classical argu-
ment of strong, stable gap junctions as synchronizing elements.
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Fig. 2. Excitation propagation failure in a three dimensional islet with connectivity parameter p = 0.30. An entire 8 × 8 × 8 islet was excited with different glucose
concentrations at different times. The bursting patterns of two cells close to left end wall are in the top two rows of each figure, the bottom two rows correspond to two
cells close to right end wall. (a). A high glucose uniformly excites all cells for the first 10 min, so all 4 cells burst in (a). (b). Between 10 ≤ t < 20 (see (b)) high glucose was
applied only to the 2 layers at the left of the islet and both of them burst, but the two cells on the right end were silent. Trace is shown between 15 to 20 mins. (c). Between
20 ≤ t < 30 right wall was excited and lower 2 cells burst while cells on the top two rows are silent (see (c)). Trace is shown between 25 to 30 mins. Compare this with
Fig. (3) of Rocheleau et al. [6].
However, this view is updated to suggest that islets exist as a con-
glomerate of smaller subunits ofβ-cell clusters. Each clusterwithin
the islet is composed of β-cells that are connected via gap junc-
tions: Although the architecture is nearest-neighbor coupling, each
such irreducibly connected cluster is functionally all-to-all con-
nected in terms of synchrony. Islands do not communicate with
each other. This disconnected topology of the islet is crucial for ex-
plaining partial excitation; in a fully connected islet it is not pos-
sible to prevent excitation from spreading across the entire islet.
Thus, this islands-within-islets coupling neatly explains not only
(local) synchrony and partial activity but also small world metrics.

The idea we propose here, that islets are composed of smaller
clusters, is novel. We note the observation that networks can
exhibit small-world network metrics at a functional level without
having a small-world coupling architecture is not altogether
surprising. Local clustering properties are essentially a reflection
of the β-cells’ property of strong synchrony: a strongly coupled
group of oscillators with an irreducible, if sparse, connection
topology will exhibit a dense functional coupling quite naturally.
At the same time, it also means that global efficiency values are
high, because synchrony then extends beyond local neighbors
deeper into the tissue (for the appropriate p). To the best of
our knowledge, these are the first results that explain not only
synchrony through gap junctions but also partial activity [6] as
well as small world connectivity [8]. In that sense, this is relatively
complete description of islet architecture.We find that the ‘‘limited
coordination’’ noted by Rocheleau et al. [6] is actually further
nuanced: there are, as it were, two levels of organization; at one
level, coordination via gap junctions (between connected cells) is
strong and tight, at the other level, cluster islands are disconnected
entirely.
Further work is needed to understand the significance of
these connectivity patterns. Few organizing principles have been
proposed that might explain why such a topology arises. Goel and
Mehta [20] have recently described a learning theoretic framework
for networks coupled with (adaptive) gap junctions in which they
suggest that partial islet activity is a design principle; it would
be interesting to ask if small worlds is a related phenomenon. A
curious phenomenon of the reduction of gap junction conductance
in the islets that are subjected high glucose has been reported
in literature [21,22]. The dependence was first observed by
Eddlestone et al. [22] and was confirmed later by Mears et al. [21].
In fact Mears et al. had suggested that values of gap junction
conductancemay drop downby 11%during glucose driven activity.
The exact reason for this was unclear to them and was tentatively
attributed to the accumulation of calcium during active phase of
bursting. The learning theory based approach may allow us to
explain this observation through simulations.

In a related report Hraha et al. [17] start from a different
argument altogether – using percolation networks albeit without
considering any dynamics of β-cell bursting – and claim p =

0.32–0.37 for three dimensional islets, which corresponds with
our estimates as well. While our results agree with that of [17]
we point out that Perez-Armendariz et al. [23] have reported 65%
connectivity in islets; this standsmuch higher than the predictions
of our simulations. In a much recent follow-up study Hraha and
others [24] investigated the effects of heterogeneity of cells in
islets. They numerically simulated the Ca2+ activity in β-cell islets
by throwing in cells having high KATP activity. They observed a
transition in the overall activity of the islet as the percent of KATP
active cells were increased. The transition was sharp, i.e. the entire
islet went from active state to inactive state as the percent of
overactive cells crossed a threshold.
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(a) Gap junction placement. (b) Functional connectivity graph.

(c) Bursting patterns of different cells.

Fig. 3. Gap junction connections, functional connection and bursting patterns of different cells of 2D islets. (a). The gap junction connectivity of the 10 ×10 2D islet,
p = 0.45. The islet is disconnected and it has 4/5 large connected components. (b). The corresponding functional connectivity diagram. All cells in connected component are
functional neighbors. For example, the cells indicated by blue circles are parts of same component and are functional neighbors but the cell indicated by black circle is not
their neighbor. (c) Bursting pattern of the cells, the first two bursting patterns correspond to cells indicated by blue circle and the last one corresponds to the cell indicated by
black circle. Evidently the first two cells are very synchronized but last cell is different. For example the number of bursts are different. (For interpretation of the references
to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
However, broad theories such as these are relatively rare. Not
only is more theory needed but also more experimental investi-
gation is required to firmly establish islet micro-architecture. At
the present time it seems studying gap junctions across the cells
of intact islets directly is experimentally challenging. However,
there does appear to be additional evidence for the islands-within-
islets picture from earlier experiments in the literature. Cabrera
et al. [25], for example, have shown that human islets have a far
less organized β-cell architecture than, say, themouse islet (which
is organized as a core of β-cells surrounded by a mantle of alpha-
cells). Perhaps one might extrapolate from this observation and
hypothesize that rodent islets are also far less coherently coupled
than we expect them to be.

Another aspect to consider is if stochastic effects are necessary
to include in this formulation. Perc et al. have recently pointed
out [26] that data tests based on nonlinear time series analyses
reveal pancreatic acinar cells to have a stochastic response to
acetylcholine; might this also be true for pancreatic islets? Indeed,
it is possible that stochastic effects have profound influence on islet
bursting. On the one hand, themodels developed over the years by
Sherman and co-workers (the one we use here is a recent, mature
model in that lineage) have been supported by experimental traces
that show little stochasticity, to the extent that is expected from
intracellular recordings of membrane voltage for example. On the
other hand, it has been shown that including stochastic effects in
the models can have significant effect on the observed dynamics.
Pedersen et al. [27] for example show that including stochasticity
in models affects burst duration. Sherman and Rinzel [28] used the
idea of ‘‘channel sharing’’ to demonstrate that while isolated β-
cells have stochastic channels and spike irregularly, islets behave a
lot more deterministically. Indeed, in our simulations of the Dual-
Oscillator Model with stochastic KATP channels (unpublished)
we find that single β-cells show more spike-like behavior than
bursting. deVries and Sherman [29] showed that single cells tend
to spike islet itself bursts. Thus, while several authors have worked
on stochastic effects in islets previously, a case is yet to be made
against the DOM from a stochastic standpoint. In other words, the
deterministicmodel here is a good representation of islet behavior.
In particular,webelieve that the results here (clustering, functional
fragmentation of islets) are robust to including stochastic features
in the dynamics of the cellular behavior.

Finally, the revision of the classical viewpoint of fully coupled
islets to the islands-within-islets view forces us to revisit the
original question, that of pulsatile secretion. Gap junction coupling
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Table 2
Parameters and constants used in simulation.

pleak = 2 × 10−4 m s−1 Vcyt/Ver = 31 kSERCA = 0.4 m s−1 VK = −75 mV
VCa = 25 mV gK = 2700 pS gCa = 1000 pS Cm = 5.3 nF
τn = 20 ms KD = 0.5 µM gK(Ca) = 600 pS α = 4.5 × 10−6 fA−1 µMm s−1

kPMCA = 0.2 m s−1 fcyt = 0.01 fer = 0.01 gK(ATP) = 25 nS
Atot = 3 × 103 µM νγ = 2.2 kγ = 10 µM s−1 λ = 0.06
Atot = 3 mM νγ = 2.2 kγ = 10 µM s−1 τa = 5 min
RGK = 0.40 s−1 r = 1 r1 = 0.35 µM λ = 0.06
is certainly important to synchrony – and within an island it
would be very strong coupling indeed – however islets may
not depend on it as much as we believed them to be. After
all, β-cells in human islets are not nearly as well coupled by
gap junctions. The explanation we offer is that the islands are
probably homogeneous in intrinsic burst frequency, so that a
nearly simultaneous excitation by glucose perfusing through the
blood vessels in the islet triggers them off to burst nearly in
phase to begin with. That is, frequency-homogeneous oscillators,
stimulated in phase, continue to show little phase dispersion over
several minutes, perhaps even hours. Thus, synchrony is likely to
be far more passive, and much less via active coupling.
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Appendix

We describe all the model equations in this appendix. The
model parameters are specified in Table 2. As mentioned in
the main text there are seven couples differential equations
describing the cell dynamics and these are membrane potential
(V ), the potassium current activator (n), free cystolic calcium
concentration (Ca), concentration of free calcium concentration
in the endoplasmic reticulum (Caer ), ADP concentration (ADP),
Glucose-6 phosphate concentration (G6P) and Fructose 1,6-
bisphosphate concentration (FBP).

These equations are

Cm
dV
dt

= −ICa(V ) − IK (V , n) − IK(Ca)(V , Ca)

− IK(ATP)(V , ADP), (10)

dn
dt

=
1

τn (V )
(n∞(V ) − n) , (11)

dCa
dt

= fcyt (Jmem + Jer) , (12)

dCaer
dt

= −fer
Vcyt

Ver
Jer , (13)

dADP
dt

=
1
τ


ATP − ADP exp


(r + γ )


1 −

Ca
r1


, (14)

dG6P
dt

= λ (RGK − RPFK ) , (15)

dFBP
dt

= λ


RPFK −

1
2
RGPDH


. (16)

In Eq. (10), Cm is the capacitance of the membrane, ICa is the
voltage driven Ca2+ current, IK is the voltage driven K+ current,
IK(Ca) is calcium and voltage driven K+ current and IK(ATP) is an ATP
dependent potassium current. The expression for these currents
are

IK = ḡKn(V )(V − VK ), (17)
ICa = ḡCam∞(V )(V − VCa), (18)

IK(Ca) = gK(Ca)(V − VK ), (19)
IK(ATP) = gK(ATP)(V )(V − VK(ATP)), (20)

where the gating variables are given by

ḡK(Ca) = ḡK(Ca)


Ca2

K 2
D + Ca2


(21)

gK(ATP) = ḡK(ATP)O∞(ADP, ATP). (22)

The equations for potassium current IK is governed by the equation

dn
dt

=
n∞(V ) − n

τn
(23)

with equilibrium value

n∞(V ) =
1

1 + e−
(16+V )

5

. (24)

The activation of calcium current is considered instantaneous and
the equilibrium value is

m∞(V ) =
1

1 + e−
(20+V )

12

. (25)

The plasma membrane flux in Eq. (12)

Jmem = −(αICa + kPMCACa) (26)

is due to the incoming Ca2+ flux and

Jer = Jleak − JSERCA (27)

in the same equation is the net Ca2+ flux released by endoplasmic
reticulum. Here the outbound leakage flux due to Ca2+ is given by

Jleak = pleak(Caer − Ca) (28)

and flux into the endoplasmic reticulum due SERCA pump is

JSERCA = kSERCACa. (29)

The input from the glycolytic pathway effects the ADP equation
(Eq. (14)) through the term γ which has the expression

γ =
νγ RGHPD

kγ + RGHPD
. (30)

We assume that the total concentration of adenosine monophos-
phate, diphosphate and triphosphate is conserved, i.e.AMP+ADP+

ATP = Atot and AMP =
ADP2
ATP . The quantity RGK in Eqs. (15)–(16)

is the constant glucokinase reaction rate parameter, RGPDH is the
reaction rate of glucose 3-P dehydrogenase and RPFK is reaction
rate of phosphofructokinase, which is computed through the gly-
colytic pathway [13]. The glycolytic parameters are exactly same
as in [13], for brevity, we do not mention them here.
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